iPhone 6s Plus
The moment you use iPhone 6s, you know you’ve never felt anything like it. With just a single press, 3D Touch lets you do more
than ever. Live Photos brings your memories to life in a powerfully vivid way. And that’s just the beginning. Take a deeper look
at iPhone 6s, and you’ll find innovation on every level.

Capacity1



16 GB



64 GB



128 GB

Display



Retina HD display with 3D Touch



5.5 inches (diagonal)



1920-by-1080-pixel resolution at 401 ppi

Weight and Dimensions2



Height: 158.2 mm



(6.23 inches)



Width: 77.9 mm



(3.07 inches)



Depth: 7.3 mm



(0.29 inch)



Weight: 192 grams



(6.77 ounces )

Chip2



A9 chip with 64-bit architecture and integrated M9 motion coprocessor—70% faster CPU and 90% faster GPU than A8
chip

Cellular and Wireless2



GSM/EDGE



UMTS/HSPA+



DC-HSDPA



CDMA EV-DO Rev. A



LTE Advanced3



802.11a/b/g/n/ac Wi-Fi with MIMO



Bluetooth 4.2



GPS and GLONASS



NFC



Wi-Fi calling3

Touch ID



Second-generation fingerprint sensor built into the Home button

iSight Camera



12-megapixel iSight camera with 1.22µ pixels



ƒ/2.2 aperture



Live Photos



Optical image stabilization



True Tone flash



Autofocus with Focus Pixels



Exposure control



Auto HDR



for photos



Panorama (up to



63 megapixels)



Auto image stabilization



Burst mode

Video Recording



4K video recording (3840 by 2160) at 30 fps



1080p HD video recording



at 30 fps or 60 fps



True Tone flash



Optical image stabilization for video



Slo-mo video support for 1080p at 120 fps and 720p at 240 fps



Time-lapse video with stabilization



Cinematic video stabilization



Continuous autofocus video



Take 8MP still photos while recording 4K video



Playback zoom



3x zoom

FaceTime Camera



5-megapixel photos



ƒ/2.2 aperture



Retina Flash



720p HD video recording



Auto HDR for



photos and videos



Face detection



Burst mode



Exposure control

Video Calling4



FaceTime video



Initiate video calls over Wi-Fi or cellular to any FaceTime-enabled device

Audio Calling4



FaceTime audio



iPhone 6s to any FaceTime audio-enabled device over Wi-Fi or cellular



Wi-Fi calling3



Use your voice to send messages, set reminders and more



Get proactive suggestions



Use hands-free



Listen to and identify songs

Siri5

Power and Battery6



Talk time



Up to 24 hours on 3G



Standby time



Up to 16 days



Internet use



Up to 12 hours on 3G,



up to 12 hours on LTE,



up to 12 hours on Wi-Fi



Video playback



Up to 14 hours



Audio playback



Up to 80 hours

Sensors



Three-axis gyro



Accelerometer



Proximity sensor



Ambient



light sensor



Barometer

SIM Card



Nano-SIM

Connector



Lightning

In the Box



Apple EarPods with Remote and Mic



Lightning to USB Cable



USB Power Adapter

Details:
1.

1GB = 1 billion bytes; actual formatted capacity less.

2.

Size and weight vary by configuration and manufacturing process.

3.

Data plan required. LTE Advanced, LTE and Wi-Fi calling are available in select markets and through select carriers. Speeds
are based on theoretical throughput and vary based on site conditions and carrier. For details on LTE support, contact your
carrier and see www.apple.com/iphone/LTE.

4.

FaceTime calling requires a FaceTime-enabled device for the caller and recipient and a Wi-Fi connection. Availability over a
cellular network depends on carrier policies; data charges may apply.

5.

Siri may not be available in all languages or in all areas, and features may vary by area. Internet access required. Cellular
data charges may apply.

6.

All battery claims depend on network configuration and many other factors; actual results will vary. Battery has limited
recharge cycles and may eventually need to be replaced by Apple service provider. Battery life and charge cycles vary by
use and settings. See www.apple.com/ca/batteries and www.apple.com/ca/iphone/battery.html for more information.

